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This the 3rd one for 2009 has the usual mixture of articles, having a bias towards the Firefly and 457 Sqn. 
Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one should 
click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.   
 
As usual I have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their articles and photos this 
issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, Dick Hourigan, Peter Malone, Roger Lambert, Clarke Cone, 
Ley Reynolds. Alan Yee, Warren Evans & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all photos credited to these 
individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without their written permission. I also am 
grateful to Red Roo, Damian Casey from Aussie Decals and Ley Reynolds for the review material. 
 
Don't forget that all and any contributions to this publication are always welcomed, so send any material to 
the editorial address (P.O Box and email listed at the end of this page), or hand it to me at club meetings. 
 
 
Steve Mackenzie - Editor 
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The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when the 
meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM and 
are held at 
 
       Ryde City Bowling Club 
       Blaxland Road 
       Top Ryde NSW 

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
        
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or 
write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 

CAC Wirraway in RAAF service Part 2 

Some more postwar Wirraway schemes as a follow up to issue 23/1. 
In addition to the scans of prints that Dick Hourigan had lent me, I 
located a small batch of photos from RAAF accidents in the 
collection. This article starts at the end of WW.II (Sept/Oct 1945) and 
covers the period subsequent to that. 
 
Colour Schemes: The common scheme on Wirraways used as 
trainers in 1944/45 was overall Yellow with Blue/White roundels and 
serials in Black. The 'last 3' of the serial was usually repeated on the 
forward fuselage in large Black numbers (the style varied from unit to 
unit)  In 1948 the RAAF roundels changed to what is now known by 
the term 'D type', a Blue/White/Red roundel in the proportions of 
1:2:3. Sizes were officially 32" for the fuselage roundels and 37.1/2" 
on the wings (upper and lower). 
 
The colour scheme was also chamged to nOverall Aluminium dope. 
Dick Hourigan says that low hour airframes which had been selected 
for postwar service were refurbished by CAC in 1950 and the overall 
Aluminium dope scheme was applied as part of the process. 
'Kangaroo' roundels were carried on the fuselage only, from 1956, the 
wing roundels remaining unchanged. 
 
Serials were in Black and the CAC 'speedbird' was often carried on 

the rudder in Black & White. A Black anti-glare panel was painted on 
the upper forward fuselage and cowling (in most, but not all cases, 
this also included the forward windscreen framing). On some 
machines the Canopy framing was also painted Black. 36" Yellow 
training bands encircled the rear fuselage and wings. In the late 
1950s, this was reduced in size to 24" on training airframes. however 
photos of this practice are rare. 
 
The individual airframe portion of the serial was repeated under the 
cockpit on training airframes (note those machines attached to 
oprational units did not always have these). The style and size of 
these fuselage numbers varied enormously from one airframe to 
another, so see the photos and drawings for examples. Note that in 
many cases these fuselage numbers did not match the serials on the 
same airframe in style either !!!! 
 
Editor's Note  A couple of days before going to print for issue 23/1, 
I received copies from Dick of Official drawings showing fuselage 
stencilling, positional and size of markings etc. These are presented 
this time, 

by Steve Mackenzie 
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A20-606 after an accident at 5 SFTS on 8th Oct 1945. Overall Yellow scheme with Black canopy framing and stripe above the tail flash. This 
scheme and the large fuselage numbers was common at 5 SFTS at the time. Photos RAAF Official.. 
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C.A.C Wirraway, A20-606, 5 SFTS Urunquinty, 8th October 1945. 
Overall Yellow doped. Black canopy framing and windscreen, serials, tail stripe and fuselage numbers ('last 3'). Standard  RAAF Blue/ White 
wartime style roundels in six positions. 

C.A.C Wirraway, A20-554, 5 SFTS Urunquinty, 10th September 1945. 
Basically identical to '606' above. Overall Yellow doped. Black canopy framing and windscreen, serials, tail stripe and fuselage numbers ('last 
3'). Standard  RAAF Blue/ White wartime style roundels in six positions. 

C.A.C Wirraway, A20-578, 7 SFTS Deniliquin, 23rd June 1945 
Basically identical to '606' above. Overall Yellow doped. Black fuselage numbers ('last 3'). Standard  RAAF Blue/ White wartime style roundels in 
six positions. Oddly no serial appears to be carried on the rear fuselage. 
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After an accident on 10 September 1945.   A20-578 after an accident at 7 SFTS on 23rd June 1945. Overall Yellow scheme with Black fuselage 
numbers. Very strange in that it does not appear to be carrying it's serial on the rear fuselage at the time. Sister airframe to ‘578’, A20-554 of 5 
SFTS, Photos RAAF Official. 
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This accident occurred to A20-727 ay 1 BFTS, Point Cook on 10th May 1950. There are a couple of unusual aspects of the markings for a 
Postwar 'Silver' airframe. It carries underwing serials and the fin flash is not the usual 27" x 24" style. The reason is probably that this accident is 
before Wirraways underwent refurbishment in the early 1950s. Photos : RAAF Official. 
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C.A.C Wirraway, A20-198, 1 BFTS, Point Cook, 18th May 1952. 
Overall Aluminium doped. Black anti-glare panel (including forward windscreen), and serials. 36" Yellow bands encircling the rear fuselage and 
wings. Standard RAAF 'D type' roundels carried in six positions. 

C.A.C Wirraway, A20-727, 1 BFTS, Point Cook on 10th May 1950. 
Overall Aluminium doped. Black anti-glare panel, canopy framing, serials and fuselage numbers.  36" Yellow bands encircling the rear fuselage 
and wings. Standard RAAF 'D type' roundels were carried in six positions. It carries underwing serials and the fin flash is not the usual 27" x 24" 
style seen Postwar. 

C.A.C Wirraway, A20-702, 1 BFTS, Point Cook, 7th August 1951. 
Overall Aluminium doped. Black anti-glare panel (including forward windscreen), and serials. 36" Yellow bands encircling the rear fuselage and 
wings. Standard RAAF 'D type' roundels carried in six positions. 
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This accident happrned to A20-198 at 1 BFTS, Point Cook on 18th May 1952. Standard scheme for the period with the 'last 3' of the serial 
repeated under the cockpit in smaller numerals than on 702. Photo : RAAF Official. 

This accident occurred to A20-702 at 1 BFTS, Point Cook on 7th August 1951. Standard scheme for the period with the 'last 3' of the serial 
repeated under the cockpit in large numbers. Photo : RAAF Official. 
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A20-218 after a taxying accident at East Sale on 11 Oct 1955. It is unusual in that it does not appear to carry the Yellow training bands. Style of 
the '8' of the 'last 2' carried under the cockpit also differs between Port and Starb. Photos: RAAF Official. 
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C.A.C Wirraway, A20-698, R.H.Grant facilities in Tocumwal, 27 Apr 1962. 
Overall Aluminium doped. Black anti-glare panel, forward windscreen, serials and 'last 3' on nose. 36" Yellow bands encircling the rear fuselage 
and wings. CAC emblem on the rudder. Standard RAAF roundels of the time were carried in six positions ('D' type). Note the wheel hubs and 
pitot tube are as per the photo. Ref: photo next page. 

C.A.C Wirraway, A20-218, CFS,  East Sale, 11 October 1955. 
Overall Aluminium doped. Black anti-glare panel (including forward windscreen) framing, serials and fuselage numbers. Standard RAAF 
roundels of the time were carried in six positions (D' type). Ref: photos previos page. 

C.A.C Wirraway, A20-10, 1 BFTS,  Point Cook, 1950s. 
Overall Aluminium doped. Black anti-glare panel, canopy framing and serials. CAC emblem on the rudder. 36" Yellow bands encircling the rear 
fuselage and wings. Standard RAAF 'D type' roundels carried in six positions. Note one frame in the canopy is Nat Metal (probably a 
replacement) 
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This is the airframe that is in the Museum at Moorabbin painted in the wartime Foliage Green/ Earth Brown/ Aluminium scheme. As you can see it 
was in the standard postwar Alumium doped scheme when it left service, thus one can say that the paintwork on it now is not original. Standard 
scheme with the 36" training bands (a bit crooked on the fuselage). Other photos confirm that it also has the wing bands. Photo : via Dick 
Hourigan 

A20-698 at the R.H.Grant facilities in Tocumwal 27 Apr 1962. Standard scheme of the mid 1950s (before the change to 'Kangaroo' roundels). 
Good modelling details to note are the spoked wheel hubs (cover plates removed) and the fancy spiral striped pitot tube. Photo: Dick Hourigan. 
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Basically similar to A20-711 above, this one A20-640 has the later style 'Kangaroo' roundels in the fuselage positions. Photo : vRAAF Official 

A20-711 of 21 Sqn 'City of Melbourne' RAAF. Taken at Laverton it shows it carrying the later style 24" Yellow training bands and the Red painted 
propellor hub which was a distinctive trademark of this unit's Wirraways.. Photo: RAAF Official. 
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C.A.C Wirraway, 21 Sqn RAAF, A20-640, Laverton, late 1950s. 
Overall Aluminium doped airframe. Black anti-glare panel, forward windscreen and serials. Red spinner. 24" Yellow bands encircling the rear 
fuselage and wings. CAC emblem on the rudder. Standard RAAF roundels of the time were carried in six positions ('Kangaroo' on the fuselage, 
'D' type on the wings). Ref: photoprevious page. 

C.A.C Wirraway, A20-514, 1 BFTS,  Point Cook, late 1950s. 
Overall Aluminium doped. Black anti-glare panel, canopy  framing, serials and fuselage numbers. 36" Yellow bands encircling the rear fuselage 
and wings. Standard RAAF roundels of the time were carried in six positions ('Kangaroo' on the fuselage, 'D' type on the wings). Ref: photo next 
page. 

C.A.C Wirraway, 21 Sqn RAAF, A20-711, Laverton, 1955. 
Overall Aluminium doped airframe. Black anti-glare panel, forward windscreen and serials. 24" Yellow bands encircling the rear fuselage and 
wings. CAC emblem on the rudder. Standard RAAF roundels of the time were carried in six positions ('D' type). Ref: photo previous page. 
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Interestingly this airframe seems to have been held in reserve (in storage) from the end of WW.II till it was disposed of in 1956. Despite that, 
someone took the trouble to update the fuselage roundels to the 'Kangaroo' style introduced that year (1956). Photo: via Dick Hourigan. 

Basically similar to A20-640 on the previous page, this one A20-514 has the later style 'Kangaroo' roundels in the fuselage positions. Photo : 
RAAF Official 
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C.A.C Wirraway, A20-540, 1956. 
Overall Aluminium doped. Black anti-glare panel, forward windscreen and serials. 36" Yellow bands encircling the rear fuselage and wings. CAC 
emblem on the rudder. Standard RAAF roundels of the time were carried in six positions. Ref: photo previous page. 

Size and position of the 36" wing bands. 
Note that the upper portion of the 
trtnsparent cover to the landing lights 
was painted Yellow, the lower surface 
only is transparent. 

Size and position of the 24" wing bands 

Editor's Note – A couple of days before going to print with the previous issue, I received copies from Dick Hourigan of Official drawings 
showing fuselage stencilling etc. These are incorporated this time, on the next two pages. 
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240 mm Howitzer at Aberdeen Proving Grounds 

Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured 
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their 
performance characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV 
modellers would be well aware, many of these vehicles (and guns) 
have been on outside display at the Ground's museum for many 
years, this being the source for measurement of many of them as 
references for kits that have been released over the years.</p> 
 
This month we have a 240 mm Howitzer. 
 
Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to 
access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post 
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with 

appropriate photo credits being acknowledged. 
Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to 
access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post 
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with 
appropriate photo credits being acknowledged. 
 
All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of 
North Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his 
written authorisation.  
 
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one 
half divided into 6" and 1" segments. 

By Clarke Cone 
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Target Tugs of the RAN - Fairey Firefly TT.5 and TT.6 

Preface 
 
RAN target tug aircraft to be covered in this series include piston 
engine aeroplanes and jets. The aircraft will not be covered in 
chronological order but rather when the authors feel that they have 
sufficient, relevant, authoritative information to warrant publication.  
 
All articles will be accompanied by photographs, profiles and plan 
drawings, as well as suggested kits and after market assessories for 
use by the modeller to construct a target tug version of the aircraft 
being profiled. Where possible, detailed information, photographs and 
technical drawings on the types of target towing equipment used on 
particular aircraft will also be provided. 
 
 
RAN target tug aircraft to be covered in the series include but are not 
limited to: 
 

• De Havilland Sea Venom (covered in Vol 23/2) 
• Douglas TA4G Skyhawk (future article)  
• Fairey Firefly (this issue)  

 
Introduction 
 
Regular readers of “In Miniature” will be familiar with the first of our 
joint articles on the ‘Target Tugs of the RAAF’ covering the Hawker 
Demon in the TT role (Volume 22-4 refers). This was followed by the 
first of a complementary series of articles on the ‘Target Tugs of the 
RAN’ covering the Sea Venom FAW.53 (Volume 23/2). 
 
During his research on our Demons, Steve came across some 
interesting photographs and information that not only enabled him to 
revise his profiles and produce more accurate renditions of the 

airframe but also renewed my interest from a target towing 
perspective. As I’ve been researching our ADF TT aircraft for some 
five years now, my interest was well and truly piqued and with Steve’s 
encourgaement, the concept of a target tug series on ADF aircraft was 
born. 
 

Classic photo of Firefly TT.6, WD828, side number 847, after it had been acquired by the Moorabbin Air Museum Photo: courtesy of John Hopton. 

By Roger Lambert & Steve Mackenzie 

FR.5, VX385, side number 205, frpm HMAS Sydney's 
817 Squadron in 1953, showing the standard 
camouflage scheme of the time. 
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Model 

 
Production 

 
Fairey Firefly F.Mk 1   459 aircraft (327 buit by Fairey and 132 built by 

General Aircarft under licence). 
 

Fairey Firefly FR.Mk 1   236 aircraft (identifable by the ASH radar under the 
engine).  A number of F.Mk 1 modified to FR.Mk 1 
standard were designated Firefly F.Mk 1A. 
 

Fairey Firefly NF.Mk 11   328 aircarft program cancelled.  140 FR.Mk 1 aircraft 
modified to NF.Mk 1 standard.  37 NF.Mk 11 already 
built were converted back to NF.Mk 1 standard.   
  

Fairey Firefly NF.Mk 1 Conversions included Firefly T.Mk 1 (dual control 
pilot trainer), Firefly T.Mk 2 (cannon armed 
operational trainer), Firefly T.Mk 3 (ASW operations 
trainer) and Firefly TT.Mk 1 (target tug). 
 

Fairey Firefly F.Mk III One prototype only (Griffon 61). 
 

Fairey Firefly F.Mk IV 160 aircraft (2,100 hp (1,566 kW) Griffon 74 engine, 
new out wing nacelles for ASH scanner to port and 
fuel to starboard).  Some airframes converted to 
Firefly TT.Mk 4 (target tug) standard. 
 

Fairey Firefly Mk 5 and 6  352 Mk 5 aircraft (Firefly FR.Mk 5, Firefly NF.Mk 5 
and Forefly AS.Mk 5). 
133 Mk 6 aircraft. 
Firefly T.Mk 5 trainers, Firefly TT.Mk 5 and TT.Mk 6 
converrted in Australia from AS.Mk 5 and AS.Mk 6 
airframes. 

Fairey Firefly AS.Mk 7 151 aircraft.  Reintroduced the chin radiation seen on 
the sole Mk III.  Majority built as T.Mk 7 ASW 
trainers. 

Fairey Firefly U.Mk 8 34 aircraft (pilotless target aircraft). 
 

Fairey Firefly U.Mk 9 
 

40 aircraft converted from Mk 4 and Mk 5 aircraft.  
Used for missile development and by RN as targets 
for the Firestreak armed fighters and Seaslug 
equiped ships.  
 

Background - Fairey Firefly 
 
The Fairey Firefly was designed to meet British Admiralty Specification 
N.5/40. This specification called for a two seat reconnaisance fighter. 
 
Fairey’s design represented a quantum leap over the company’s 
earlier Fulmar aircarft. The Firefly was a cantilever, low-wing 
monoplane of all metal construction. The airframe had a conventional 
empenage with retractable tail wheel and accommodated the pilot and 
navigator/radio operator in separate, tandem enclosed cockpits. 
 
The prototype was was powered by a 1,730 hp (1,290 kW) Rolls 
Rouce Griffon IIB engine. The later production Firefly F.Mk 1 however 
was powered by the Rolls Royce Griffon XII engine rtaed at 1,990 hp 
(1,484 kW). 
 
The first developent aircraft (there were actually four development 
airframes) flew on 22 December 1941. The first production aircraft 
were delivered two years later in March 1943.  
 
Firey Firefly Production (Table 1) 
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Australia’s Fairey Fireflies 
 
The RAN FAA was established under the 1947 Five Year Defence 
Program. The program involeved the purchase of two light fleet aircarft 
carriers and ninety (90) aircraft to equip the two vessels. 
 
The RAN eventually took delivery of two hundrred and nine aircarft 
compriising 101 Hawker Sea Furies and 108 Fairey Fireflies. The 
Fireflies were made up of two (2) FR.Mk 4, thirty-seven (37) AS.Mk 5 
and sixty-nine (69) AS.Mk 6 aircraft. 
 
HMAS Sydney sailed for Australia on 12 April 1949. Embarked for the 
carrier’s maiden voyage were tweny-seven (27) Sea Furies and 
twenty-six (26) Fireflies. These Fireflies consisted of two FR.Mk 4 and 
twenty-four (24) AS.Mk 5 aircarft. 
 
HMAS Sydney returned to the UK in November 1950 to collect the 
second batch of aircarft. Besides thirty-two (32) more Sea Furies, 
thirty-two (32) Fireflies were embarked. These Fireflies comprised two 
(2) As.Mk 5 and thirty (3) specialised anti-submarine AS.Mk 6 aircraft. 
HMAS Sydney arrived back in Australia in December 1950 with this 

second lot of airframes. Two additional Fireflies were delivered by 
merchant vessels in March and May 1950 respectively.  
 
Following the Korean War, HMAS Sydney brought additional Firflies to 
Australia; two (2) in March 1952 and eighteen (18) AS.MK 6 in August 
1953. As well, HMAS Vengeance transported twenty (20) AS.Mk 6 
Fireflies to Australia in January 1953 together with three (3) Bristol 
Sycamore helicopters. 
 
RAN squadrons that operated the Firefly were 816 Sqn, 817 Sqn, 851 
Sqn, 723 Sqn (Firefly trainers), 724 Sqn and 725 Sqn (one Firefly TT). 
724 Squadron’s later role was providing training and fixed wing fleet 
requirements. 724’s Fireflies were by then converted to target tugs and 
well and truly in the twilight of their career in the RAN. The last RAN 
Firfly flight was recorded as being 1 March 1966.  
 
 
RAN Fairey Firefly AS.Mk 5 Technical Data 
 
Table 2 – provides the technical data applicable to the RAN’s Fairey 
Firefly AS.Mk 5 aircraft. 

 
  

Data 
 

Description 
 

Type 
 

Two seat, carrier-bourne anti-submarine reconnaisance 
and strike aircraft and target tug late in service. 
 

Power Plant 1 x Rolls Royce Griffon 74 12 cylinder Vee piston 
engine 2,250 hp (1,678 kW). 
 

Weights Empty - 9,674 lb (4,388 kg) 
Maximum takeoff - 16,096 lb (7,301 kg) 
 

Dimensions Wingspan - 41 ft 2 in (12,55 m) 
Length - 37 ft 11in (8.51 m) 
Height - 14 ft 4 in (4.37 m) 
Wing Area – 330 sq ft (30.66 m2) 
 

Performance Maximum Speed – 386 mph (621 kph) 
Patrol/cruise speed – 220 mph (354 kph) 
Ceiling - 28,400 ft (8,655 m) 
Maximum Range – 1,300 miles (2,092 km) 
 

Armament Four (4) 20mm cannon in wings plus up to 16 x 60 lb 
rocket projectiles or two x 1,000 lb (454 kg) bombs 
benetah the wings. 
 

Fairey Firefly NX518WB (formerly TT.6 
WB518) after restoration to flying condition 
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Fairey Firefly '204' (formerly TT.5 WB271) after restoration to flying condition in the UK by the Royal Navy Historical Flight. This 
airframe was later involved in a fatal crash in 2003. 

In the absence of access to official RAN aircraft history cards, it has 
been necessary for the authors to rely on published reference material 
and photographic evidence to identify the RAN’s target towing Fairey 
Fireflies. The RAN Fairey Firefly aircraft converted for target towing 
are listed in Table 3. AS.Mk 5 converted airframes became TT.5 and 
AS.Mk 6 airframes became TT.6. 
 

RAN Target Towing Fairey Fireflies 
 
Table 3 
 
Where are these RAN Fairey Firefly TTs today? See Appendix 1 for 
details. 

 
 

 
Target Tug Airframe 

 
Comment 

 
AS.Mk 5 - VX388 

 
Converted as TT.5 

 
AS.Mk 5 - WB271 

 
Converted as TT.5 

AS.Mk 6 - WB518 Converted as TT.6 
 

AS.Mk 6 - WD826 Converted as TT.6 
 

AS.Mk 6 - WD828 Converted as TT.6 
 

AS.Mk 6 - WD840 Converted as TT.6 
 

AS.Mk 6 – WD901 Converted TT.6 
 

AS.Mk 6 – WJ109 Converted as TT.6 
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Target Towing Equipment 
 
As detailed in Table 3, a total of eight (8) Firefly airframes, two (2) AS,
Mk 5 and six (6)  AS.Mk 6 aircraft,  were converted to target towing 
aircraft.  The conversion was accomplished using a kit supplied by 
Fairey Aviation in the UK.  The kit had been orginially developed for the 
Royal Navy’s Fairey Firefly target tugs.  The British Type G Mk 3 Winch 
was carried in a pod underneath the centre section of the aircraft. 
 
Type G Winch - The Type G Winch was designed and introduced into 
service shortly after World War II. The design allowed for higher speed 
towing by aircraft such as the Firefly and Beaufighter.  The winch was 
capable of handling sleeve targets as well as winged targets that were 
coming into vogue. 
 
The winch was driven by a two-bladed, variable pitch windmill or 
propeller.  Altering the pitch of the blades while the winch was operating 
allowed for variable speeds when winding the two cable.  The pitch 
change operated in either direction from the feathered position; this 
allowed the winch to be driven out for streaming or in for retrieval. 
 
The Type G Winch carried 6,300 ft (1,920 m) of 1,680 lb (762 kg) steel 
cable and could be nominally paid out to around 6,100 ft (1,860 m).  
Approximately 200 ft (61 m) of cable was left on the winch drum to 
provide a secure anchor for the cable. 
 
The winch consisted of three compartments.  The front housed the the 
gearbox, the centre housed the cable drum and the tail section housed 
the brake and pitch change mechanism.  The laying-on gear, designed 
to lay the cable evenly on the drum, comprised of a lead screw laying 
parallel to the cable drum which carried a traversing carriage fore and 
aft along the width of the drum.  A second lead screw laying parallel to 
the former lead screww carried a nut which at the extreme end of the 
screw operated the in and out switches. 
 
The winch automatically stopped when hauling the cable in when the 
last 200 ft (61 m) of cable was reached.  With this point reached, a limit 
switch feathered the propeller or windmill and this in turn automatically 
applied the cable brake.  The winch operator activate an override switch 
which gave the propeller a few degrees of pitch which released the 
brake.  The trailing 200 ft (61 m) of cable could then be hauled in at a 
very much reduced speed.  This prevented over-winding as well as 
potential damage to the airframe.  
 
The TT.5 and TT.6 Firefly carried the Type G Winch, strut mounted, 
under the centre section of the wing.  The winch was remotely controlled 
from the rear cockpit by the observer. The tow cable was fed out the 
rear of the winch, carried over guide pulleys to the underside of the 
aircraft.  The cable passed through a mechanically operated cable cutter 
and into a spring loaded, telescopic tubular strut known as the buffer 
strut.  
 
A target exchanger was fitted to the end of the cable.  With the override 
switch activated, the remaining 200 ft of cable would be pulled in until 
the targget exchanger came into contact with the end of the buffer unit.  
The buffer tube compressed against the spring until a micro-switch 
operated.  This feathered the propeller once again and applied the 
brake. 
 
Target Exchanging 
 
The very successful Type B target exchanger was used in conjunction 
with the remotely controlled Type G Winch.  In the UK, this combination 
of winch and target exchanger was used on a variety of TT aircraft 
including the Hawker Tempest, Bristol Beaufighter, Fairey Firefly and, in 
later years, the Armstrong Whitworth Meteor TT Mk 20.  The 
combination was adopted for use on the RAN’s Firefly TT.5 and TT.6 
target tugs.  
 
The sleeve targets were carried in canisters inside the fuselage, 
believed to be 3 on either side and just behind the buffer strut. At the 
start of a sortie, the winch cable was tensioned to hold the release unit 
hard up against the buffer strut, compressing the spring.  When a target 
was required, the observer selected the target and the sleeve was 
ejected into the slipstream via the under fuselage chute.  The sleeve 
deployed when it came to the end of the halyard resulting in the jockey 
ring being pulled off the end of the buffer strut and on to the end of the 
target release unit. 
 

With the exchanger spring compressed, the first set of pawls stopped 
the jockey ring and prevented any further forward movement.  The 
winch was then set to steam the cable.  As the tension was eased, the 
exchanger unit spring extended allowing the exchanger to release the 
first set of pawls.  This in turn allowed the jockey ring to slide to the rear 
to be held in place by the second set of pawls which opened to coincide 
with the closing of the first set of pawls.  The target was then streamed 
to the determined operating towing length. 
 
When a target required changing, the winch hauled the cable in and as 
the last of the cable came back into the winch, the exchanger was pulled 
up against the end of the buffer strut, compressing the spring and 
releasing the rear pawls.  This action allowed the jockey ring to pull off 
the the exchanger and drop away.  The second target was then selected 
and the entire operation repeated. 
 
Due diligence was required when preparing the aircraft for a TT sortie to 
ensure that the jockey rings for the individual targets were threaded over 
the buffer strut in the correct sequence.  If not deployed in sequence, 
the jockey ring would be held by the jockey ring of the previous target.  
 
The buffer strut, besides guiding the tow cable, also provided automatic 
control of the winch.  The winch normally hauled the cable in at around 
1,000 ft per minute (305 m per minute) as governed by the pich set of 
the winch propeller.windmill blades.  When the last 200 ft (61 m) of 
cable was reached, a switch feathered the baldes and applied the brake.  
The observer could then use an override switch which changed the pitch 
of the blades a few degrees and released the winch brake.  In this 
configuration, the winch hauled in the last 200 ft (61 m) at a rate of 
around 200 ft per minute until the exchanger unit contacted the buffer 
strut, compressing the spring.  A micro-switch was installed on the buffer 
unit that aotomatically applied the brake when the strut was 
compressed. 

 

Details from the Air Publication (AP) of the Type G Winch and it's 
associated bracing and other equipment. 
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Above – Details extracted from Air Publication 1492A 
of the Type G Winch Technical description and 
Servicing [nformstion. 
 
 
Below – Type G Winch displayed under Fairey Firefly 
VX388, in the former Harold Thomas Collection at 
Camden and later Narellan. See Roger's Walkaround 
page for furter details. 
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Appendix 1 – EX-RAN FAIREY FIREFLY TARGET TUG AIRFRAMES  

RAN 
Serial 

c/n RAN 
Side Number

(s) 

Comment 

VX388 F8420 275/NW Flown by 816 Squadron as 223/K later with 817 Squadron as 207/Q.  
Embarked with 817 Squadron in HMAS Vengeance on 24 June 1953 
it was damaged on landing on board. Converted for target towing 
(TT.5) by Brain and Brown, Ltd of Avalon, VIC.  In 1956, it was with 
851 Squadron and on 17 July 1957 during a night taxi the aircraft left 
the runway and was damaged.  Disposed of on 8 July 1966 to 
Historic Aircraft Preservation Society.  Extant Camden Museum of 
Aviation, NSW. 
 

WB271 F8497 889 Known to have been flown by 812 Squadron, HMS Glory before 
being sold by the Royal Navy to the RAN. Transported to Singapore 
by HMS Warrior where it was off loaded to HMS Sembawang.  On 
11 February 1952, it was collected in Singapore by HMAS Sydney 
and brought to Australia. It is known to have flown with side number 
242/K and later with 264/K. Converted for target towing by Brain and 
Brown Ltd, Avalon, VIC and was flown by 723 squadron as 899/NW 
from 1954 to 1956. In 1958, it was with 725 squadron as 889/NW.  
Placed in storage at Bankstown 1959. On 8 July 1966, 826 Royal 
Naval Air Squadron bought it, at scrap value, and took it back to 
England on board the carrier HMS Victorious.  Restored to 
airworthiness and flew with the Royal Navy Historical Flight at RNAS 
Yeovilton, UK in its original colours of 812 Squadron, HMS Glory. 
While taking part in the Air Show at Duxford, Cambridge, UK on 12 
July 2003, the aircraft flew into the ground, fatally injuring the crew of 
two.  
 

WB518 F8646 824/NW 
 

903 
 

Allotted to 817 squadron and in 1952, with 816 Squadron when on 
16 September was damaged when landing on board HMAS Sydney. 
It was with 851 squadron as 268/NW.  Converted for target towing 
by Brain and Brown Ltd, Avalon, VIC and numbered 842/NW.  In 
1958, it had side number 903/NW and was with 725 Squadron. 
Struck off Charge on 8 July 1966 and sold to Mr. R. Beltrame, PO 
Box 828, Griffith, NSW where it was mounted on a pole.  In 1991, it 
was brought down from the pole and swapped with Firefly WD828 by 
Classic Aviation, Bankstown, NSW. It was sold to Captain Eddie 
Kurdziel in 1994 who took it to the USA where it was restored to 
Flying Condition by Ray Middleton’s QA Aviation of North America in 
Fort Collins, Colorado USA. In 2002, it was successfully flown and 
attended Oshkosh Airventure Air Show in Wisconsin, USA where it 
won best restored aircraft. 
 

WD826 F8654 245/K 
 

891 

Allotted to 816 Squadron and on 15 October 1951 it was damaged 
when it hit struck high tension wires. On 6 November 1954 while with 
816 squadron embarked in HMAS Sydney, the wing struck the 
runway on landing and the under carriage collapsed. Later modified 
for target towing by Brain and Brown Ltd. Avalon, VIC and numbered 
245/K.  Later re-numbered 845 in 1961. In 1964, transferred to 
HMAS Nirimba as an instructional airframe for apprentice training.  
Held in storage until transferred to the Australian Fleet Arm Museum 
(now FAA Museum) and in turn to the RAN Historical Flight. 
Understood to be presently in Victoria being restored. 
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WD828 F8656 847 With 817 Squadron for some while. In 1956, it was with 851 
Squadron and during one period had side number 847/K.  Converted 
to target towing by Brain and Brown Ltd, Avalon, VIC. Placed in 
storage on 8 July 1966 and sold by the Department of Supply in 
February 1967 to Australian Aircraft Restoration Group (Moorabbin 
Museum, Melbourne, VIC).  Later while being restored to 
airworthiness, aircraft was swapped with a CAC Winjeel and 
acquired by the Confederate Air Force's Mike Wansey who then 
brought it to flying condition. On 4 December 1987, while taking off 
from Camden Airfield, NSW, it made a force landing in nearby 
Cabbage Field. Badly damaged it was transported to RANAS Nowra.  
On 5 February 1990, the damaged Firefly was acquired by Bruce 
Simpson of Classic Aviation for $100.00 and removed to the 
company’s premises at Bankstown Airport, NSW.  It was then 
bought by Captain Eddie who exchanged it with WB518 and after 
removing the parts needed to make WB82 airworthy, rebuilt WD818 
and placed it on the pole in Griffith, NSW. 
 

WD840 F8668  It is understood to have flown with 817 Squadron, then with 816 
Squadron, and on 2 September 1952 while landing on board HMAS 
Sydney, it sheared off its undercarriage on the barriers and came to 
rest in the deck park.  Later it was with 851 squadron in as 272/K 
also as 241/K.  It was modified for target towing.  On 8 July 1966, it 
was sold to Aircraft Engine Overhaul Service, Peakhurst, NSW.  It 
was on-sold to Bob Diemert of Canada.  Shipped to Vancouver, BC 
and then transported to Manitoba where many parts including the 
engine were found to be missing.  The owner then fitted it with a 
Merlin 500 complete with a chin radiator from an Avro York. The 
aircraft was later stripped out and converted to a seven seater and 
on 17 September 1972, it was registered as CF-CBH.  Later sold to 
Gene Fisher of the Confederate Air Force for restoration as a Firefly 
Mk 6. Then sold to Don Knapp and the aircraft moved to Abilene, 
Texas, USA.  The aircraft then moved to the Lone Star Museum, 
Galveston, Texas. USA and parts were taken off it for the restoration 
of WB518. The aircraft was once again sold and was being 
transported to Florida, USA when it was in a road crash. Now 
believed to have reached the end of its days. 
 

WD901 
 

F8725 878/NW 
 

846/NW 

On 4 March 1955, while embarked with 816 Squadron on HMAS 
Sydney,  it was damaged in heavy weather.  Flew with 724 Squadron 
as 907/NW.  Converted to target towing configuration by Brain and 
Brown Ltd. of Avalon, VIC. Allotted to 725 squadron as 878/NW.  
Later renumbered as 846/NW.  Sold by the Department of Supply to 
Casula Auto Wreckers, NSW and on-sold Major Gabella and 
shipped to the USA aboard SS African Crescent.  Taken by road to 
Charleston Municipal Airport, South Carolina and converted to a 
Crop Duster registered as N7649.  Later left to decay until bought by 
a syndicate from the Canadian Warplane Heritage (CWH). 
Refurbished to airworthy Hamilton, Ontario, Canada where it was 
registered as CF-BDH.  Flew 1971 to 1977 in Royal Canadian Navy 
colours as BD-H of 825 RCN Squadron. On 2 September 1977, 
while giving an air display at the Canadian National Exhibition in 
Toronto, Ontario, the aircraft spun in, crashing into Lake Ontario 
killing its pilot. 
  

WJ109 F8813 907/NW Known to have been numbered 238/K and flying with 816 Squadron.  
On 1 August 1953, with 816 Squadron embarked in HMAS 
Vengenace, the port panel of the pilot’ canopy was hit by ricochet 
during rocketing. In 1957, it was with 851 Squadron. 
Converted by Brain and Brown, Ltd. Avalon Victoria to target towing 
configuration and given number 907/NW while with 724 Squadron. 
For some time, it was a Gate Guardian in HMAS Albatross. Restored 
by volunteers and presented by the Government to the Australian 
Naval Aviation Museum.  Now on display at FAA Museum (formerly 
Australia’s Museum of Flight), Nowra NSW. 
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1/48 Scale 
 
Kits: 

• Flightpath - Fairey Firefly FR.4-5 – Kit No 48050 (former PP 
Aeroparts multi-media kit). 

• Special Hobby - Fairey Firefly Mk IV/V - Kit No 4841 (future 
release) 

•  
Accessories: 

• Aeroclub V219- ML Type G Target Tug Winch. 
• Engines and Things 48104 - Rolls Royce Griffon for Fairey 

Firefly. 
 

 

Modelling the Fairey Firefly TT.5 and TT.6 

1/72 Scale 
 
Kits: 

• Airfix Fairey Firefly Mk 5 - Kit No 2018 
• Special Hobby - Fairey Firefly Mk IV/V - Kit No 7231 
• Special Hobby - Fairey Firefly Mk 4 TT - Kit No 7266 

Accessories: 
• Aeroclub V079 - ML Type G Winch. 
• Airwaves 72164 - Etched parts for Airfix kit. 
• Airwaves 72182 - Etched wing fold mechanism. 
• Engines and Things 72091 - Griffon engine for Fairey Firefly. 
• Falcon 1972 - Canopies. 

 
Decals: 

• Aeromaster 72-187 – Fireflies Part 1 ‘903/NW’ (OOP) 
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RAN Fairey Firefly TT Walkaround 

The following Walkaround images were taken by Roger of TT.5 VX388 
at Narellan on 29 January 2006. They illustrate certain features of the 
Firefly TT conversions that are referred to in the main article text. See 
the following captions  
 
(Editor – note that the order is slightly different in the printed copy 
layout for reasons of making the photos fit – sorry) 
 
   a. Aft view of telescopic tow cable guide. 
   b. Unknown but suspect these are something to do with target 
drogue/banner ties. 
   c. Target drogue/banner chute. 
   d. Port wing fold detail. 
   e. Port wing undersurfaces. 
   f. Cooling louvers under the engine nacelle. 
   g. Starboard nose and spinner. 
   h. Type G Winch attachment framework. 
   i. Starboard wing undersurfaces. 
   j. n/a 
   k. Aft jacking point. 
   l. Port folded wing brace. 
   m. Starboard horizontal stabilizer protection cable attachment frame 
(note lower cable coiled). 
   n. Tail wheel protection frame. 
   o. Folded wing brace wing attachment point and cover. 
   p. Starboard folded wing brace stowage recess. 
   q. Starboard fuselage to wing brace. 
   r. Starboard wing fold detail. 
   s. Type G Winch starboard view. 
   t. Type G Winch port view. 
   u. Port wing fold inner detail. 
   v. Port wing fold outer detail. 
   w. Port wing undersurfaces. 
   x. Starboard wing drop tank. 
 
Ref 'j' is not used. 

 
 

By Roger Lambert  
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2 Pdr Portee on Ford F60L chassis 

Ley Reynolds sent me these  images of local 2 Pdr Portee based on a 
Ford F60L chassis (read the sign for the full details) preserved locally. 
They show very good detail of this unit. 
 

By Ley Reynolds 
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457 Squadron RAAF in the UK 1+41-42 

By Steve Mackenzie 

Over 20 years ago, in issue 1-88 of 'News and Views (as 'in miniature' 
was originally named), I had an article on 457 squadron in the United 
Kingdom. Although most of the info therein is still correct today, I have 
decided to redo the artwork which was then in B/W shadow shaded 
format and adding a number of photos to the layout.  
 
The unit was formed on 16th June 1941 at Baginton Aerodrome. with 
Australian pilots. The Squadron Commander (S/Ldr Peter Brothers) 
and both Flight Commanders (F/Lts H.L.North and A.L.Edy) were RAF 
officers as no suitably experienced Australian pilots were available at 
that stage. The original ground crews were also RAF but the RAAF 
ground elements had been formed at Williamtown NSW in July 1941 

and arrived in the UK in Sept 1941 to take over from the RAF 
personnel. 
 
After a period of working up, they were declared operational in Aug 
1941, and posted to Jurby airstrips on the Isle of Man, moving to 
Andreas which was newly built in Oct 1941. Initially they used Spitfire 
Mk.Is which were replaced by Mk.IIs in Oct 1941.  

A group of pilots with S/Ldr Brother's Spitfire BP=A BM143 in 1942. There is a small 'A' under the forward cowling. 

Spitfire Mk.I, 457 Squadron, BP-D, serial unk, Jurby, Aug 1941. 
Dark Green and Ocean Grey upper surfaces with Med Sea Grey lower surfaces. Sky band 
encircling the rear fuselage, Code Letters and Spinner. No visible serial. Standard RAF roundels 
of the time (see text) were carried in six positions. Ref: photo next page 
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Spitfire Mk.I, 457 Squadron, BP-C, X4817, Pilot: Sgt K.Colyer, Jurby, 1941. 
Dark Green / Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey colour scheme. Sky band encircling the rear fuselage, Code Letters and Spinner. Black serial. Standard 
RAF roundels of the time (see text) were carried in six positions. The Australian Flag and White Hare markings were on both sides (the Phileditions 
book is incorrect in only illustrating them on the Portside). Ref: photos next 2 pages. 

A group 457 Sqn Spitfire Mk.Is flying a patrol from Isle of Man in 1941. Both BP-D (unk serial) and BP-P N3246 are illustrated in 

At the time that the Squadron was originally formed in June 1941, the 
colour scheme for RAF Fighter aircraft was Dark Green and Dark 
Earth upper and Sky lower surfaces (i.e the 'Temperate' scheme). This 
however was changed to what was termed the 'Day Fighter scheme' 
on 15th August 1941. This consisted of Dark Green/ Ocean Grey 
upper and Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. All of the airframes 
illustrated here except BP-R P8175 seem to be in this later 'Day 
Fighter scheme'. This is not surprising as none of the photos available 
pre date Aug 1941. 

All of the airframes illustrated carry standard markings for RAF 
Fighters of the time period. This consisted of 36" 'A1' style fuselage 
roundels, 50" 'B' style upper wing and 50" 'A' style under wing 
roundels. Code letters were 'Sky' coloured as were the fuselage bands 
and Spinners. Serials were marked in 8" Black lettering (styles could 
vary) where carried. Note that RAF roundel styles changed the month 
before the unit returnrf to Australia  but I have not seen any examples 
of such in photos. 

Spitfire Mk.I, 457 Squadron, BP-P, N3246, Jurby, Aug 1941. 
Dark Green and Ocean Grey upper surfaces with Med Sea Grey lower surfaces. Sky band encircling the rear fuselage, Code Letters and 
Spinner. Black serial. Standard RAF roundels of the time (see text) were carried in six positions. Ref: photo above. 
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Further 457 Squadron Spitfire Mk.Is on patrol from Jurby in 1941, including Keith Colyer's BP-C X4817. 

The unit had a large turnover of personnel in 1941 and early 1942, 
with many pilots being posted to 452 Squadron and other RAF units as 
soon as they had reached what was considered an 'operational' state 
of training. There was also a turnover in the RAF pilots who were 
acting as flight Commanders with the unit.  
 

<p align="justify">This all meant that 457 Squadron took longer than it 
should in reaching the point where it was considered suitable for 
posting to the frontline 11 Group whose units saw the majority of action 
against the Luftwaffe. A number of pilots requasted overseas postings 
(which at this stage effectively meant North Africa and Malta) several 
leaving the unit for posting to these designations. 

Keith Colyer with his Mk.I BP-C X4817 showing the Australian Flag and White Hare markings which were on both sides. 
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Two further photos of BP-C X4817 at Jurby in 1941. The White Hare can just be seen in the Port shot, the Flag being hidden 
on the opened door. In the Starboard photo, the hare is behind the pilot's leg. 
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Believed to be a 457 Sqn Spitfire Mk.II at Andreas in 1941. 

Spitfire Mk.II, 457 Squadron, BP-N, serial unk, Andreas, 1941. 
Dark Green and Ocean Grey upper surfaces with Med Sea Grey lower surfaces. Sky band encircling the rear fuselage, Code Letters and 
Spinner. No visible serial. Standard RAF roundels of the time (see text) were carried in six positions. Ref: photo above. 

Spitfire Mk.II, 457 Squadron, BP-R, P8175, Pilot: P/O A.Glendinning, Andreas, late 1941. 
Dark Green/ Dark Earth/ Sky colour scheme. Sky band encircling the rear fuselage and Spinner. Code Letters are in Med Sea Grey. Black serial. 
Standard RAF roundels of the time (see text) were carried in six positions. Map of Australia in Green with the script 'Charleville'in White. Ref: 
photos next page. 
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Spitfire Mk.II BP-R, P8175 which was the aircraft of P/O Alf Glendinning.  Below – P/O Alf Glendinning standing by the 
fuselage of his Spitfire BP-R, P8175 with the map of Australia and name 'Charleville. 

The above aircraft BP-R is the machine flown by Alf Glendinning who 
named at least some of his wartime aircraft 'Charleville' after the 
property that he grazed pre-war in QLD. He was one of the pilots who 
was posted overseas, serving with 3 and 450 Sqns RAAF flying P-40s 
and 92 Sqn RAF flying Spitfires in the North African campaign in 
1942/43. He then returned to australia and was eventually posted to 
457 Sqn again as a Flight Commander flying Spitfire Mk.VIIIs. 
 
The map appears darker than the White of the roundel, thus I have 

used a Green colour on my drawing, rather than White as per the 
Phileditions book. The colour scheme is probably the 'Temperate' 
scheme rather than Day Fighter. The low contrast and poor condition 
of the paint work, which does not look like it has been recently 
repainted. leads me to believe that. It is very dark under the rear 
fuselage but that is probably caused by strong shadow and oil stains. 
Also this was a presentation airframe 'Baltic Exchange II' however 
there is no evidence of the inscription in the photos. 
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Spitfire Mk.Va, 457 Squadron, BP-U, R7348, Andreas, early 1942. 
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey colour scheme. Sky band encircling the rear fuselage, Code Letters and Spinner. Black serial. Standard 
RAF roundels of the time (see text) were carried in six positions. Note - this is a mk.Va, thus no cannons. Ref: photo above. 

An unusual version in the service of 457 Squadron. Spitfire Mk.Va BP-U R7348. 

The Squadron received Spitfire Mk.Vbs from Dec 1941 onwards (plus 
one rare Mk.Va as per above), however the last mk.IIs did not depart 
till Feb 1942 (they were mainly used for training purposes once 
sufficient Mk.Vs were on hand). 
 
TThe major variant used by 457 Squadron, both at Andreas from Dec 

1941 and later at Redhill in 11 Group when they moved there in March 
1942, was the Spitfire Mk.Vb. We will mainly cover this variant in the 
next issue, but I will present one profile of Sqn Ldr Peter Brothers 
aircraft BP=A BM143 this time. It is shown in the header photo on 
Page 1 and also the photo below. 
 

Spitfire Mk.Vb, 457 Squadron, BP-A, BM143, Pilot: S/Ldr P.Brothers, Redhill, March 1942. 
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey colour scheme. Sky band encircling the rear fuselage, Code Letters and Spinner. Black serial. Standard 
RAF roundels of the time (see text) were carried in six positions. S/Ldr's pennant in the standard colours for such. Ref: photos 
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Sqn Ldr Peter Brothers and a group of Sqn ilots before his aircraft BP-A BM143. Photo was taken at Redhill in 1942, probably 
on the same occasion as the header photo on Page 39. 

Two further photos of Keith Colyer with Spitfire Mk.I, BP-C, X4817 
 
 
As noted above, the article will continue next issue, 
however there is one additional Photopage this time 
as Page 47 
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Alternative mode of transport, plus the cold English Winter 

Squadron pilots outside a dispersal hut 

Several more Squadron pilots plus a group of ground  
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De Havilland DH.115 Vampire T33, 35 & 35A in RAAF 
Service - Part 3 - 5 OTU 

By Steve Mackenzie 

Vampire A79-828 of 5 OTU at Williamtown in 1970 again, almost certainly taken on the same occasion as the heading photo. 
Photo: RAAF Official. 

Vampire A79-828 of 5 OTU at Williamtown in 1970. Note the laxk of White stripes on the inside of the fins, and the 'last two' 
repeated on the flaps and main wheel doors Photo: RAAF Official via Phil Hastie. 

No.2 (Fighter) OTU (operational Training Unit) was split into two 
componenets, 5 OTU and 2 OCU (Operational Conversion Unit) in 
1970. Officially this happened on 1st April, however the airframes were 
already painted in 5 OTU colours for a flypast at Williamtown on 25th 
march 1970  The initial establishment of 5 OTU was 38 Sabres, 8 
Vampires (both ex 2 OTU), 8 Macchis (with more intended to replace 
the Vampires as they became available) and a few Winjeels. 
 
Colour Schemes and Markings 
 
The unit adopted colours of Medium Blue and White (note the Blue 

could differ a bit from the colour on the drawings, some Sabres are 
known to have used a quite dark Blue, alongside a few others where 
the colour was fairly light in shade). These colours were usually 
applied to both the inside and outside of the fin and rudder (828 being 
the only known exception). Black serials were carried on the tail booms 
of the Vampires, usually in a rounded style (but see 828 for an odd 
one out). Standard 'Kangaroo' style roundels were carried in all six 
positions. Some airframes e.g 804 and 832 carried the 'last two' 
repeated on the forwatd nose wheel door, however photos of 828 in 
service do not show this. 
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de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35A, A79-828, 5 OTU, based at Williamtown, 1970. 
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos). Serials are in Black along with a small amount of stencilling on the 
airframe (note the different, squarer style of the '8's). 5 OTU tail markings consisting of Medium Blue fin with 3 White stripes (note on the outside 
of the fins only on this airframe). Reference : Official Photos previous page. 

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35A, A79-830, 5 OTU, based at Williamtown, 1970. 
In identical colours to A79-828 above, except that this one has the unit markings on both the inside and outside of the fins, and the serial is all in the 
common rounded style. Reference : Photo via Peter Malone above. 
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Vampires A79-828 followed by 804, and 2 others of 5 OTU taxying after the flypast of 25th March 1970. 804 has the 'last two' of 
their serials repeated on the nose wheel door, 828 does not. Photo: RAAF Official via Phil Hastie. 
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Previous Page – A79-807 in 5 OTU markings, probably after 
being taken from service in 1970. Photo: via Peter Malone. 

 

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35A, A79-807, based at Williamtown, 1970. 
In identical colours to A79-830 previously, this one has the unit markings on both the inside and outside of the fins markings, and the serial is all 
in the common rounded style. Reference : Photo via Peter Malone 

A further image of A79-828 after it left service. Photo via Peter Malone. 

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35A, A79-832, based at Williamtown, 1970. 
In identical colours to A79-807 above, this airframe was also featured in the last issue a decade earlier in 76 Sqn markings. 'Last two' are 
repeated on the nose wheel door.Reference : Photo via Internet from www.ernmphotography.com 
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Rollout & First Flight of the First F/A-18F for the RAAF 

by Steve Mackenzie 

A79-8xx NW-930 

Photos from the rollout ceremony on 09 Jul & subsequent first Flight of 
the First F/A-18F for the RAAF. The airframe is serial A44-201 (it also 
carries the USN Bureau No 167957 which is expected to be deleted 
once the aircraft enter service in Australia). The following info is from 
the Press Release by Boeing.  
 
The Australian government announced in March 2007 that it would 
acquire 24 of the F/A-18F multirole fighters, making that country the 
first international Super Hornet customer. The remaining 23 Super 
Hornets, each equipped with the Raytheon-built APG-79 Active 
Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar, will be delivered to the 
RAAF throughout 2010 and 2011. 
 
Boeing today unveiled the first of 24 F/A-18F Block II Super Hornets 
for the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) during a ceremony at Boeing 

Integrated Defense Systems' production facilities in St. Louis. The 
aircraft will be delivered later this month, three months ahead of 
schedule. 
 
The Block II F/A-18E/F Super Hornet is a multirole aircraft, able to 
perform virtually every mission in the tactical spectrum, including air 
superiority, day/night strike with precision-guided weapons, fighter 
escort, close air support, suppression of enemy air defenses, maritime 
strike, reconnaissance, forward air control and tanker missions."  
 
The colour scheme is basically similar to that of the F/A-18As currently 
in service with the fighter units. We will have another look at the in 
service markings to see how much they have changed at a later date 
when the airframes are in full operational service with 1 & 6 Sqns RAAf 
from 2001. 
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XG766 NW-874 Nowra, 3 May 1963 
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Similarly to Allan Yee, Warren Evans has lent me an album from an 
overseas trip in 1989 when he visited various Museums etc. Over the 
next 5-6 issues, I will scan various images to be presented here. 
 

<P align=justify>This is the remainder from Old Rheinbeck, showing 
the exhibits inside the hangar, some Postcards sold there of some of 
the flying exhibits, plus some views of the Aerodrome taken I think 
during a "joyride' in one of the aircraft. (Steve - Editor). 

Images from the Photo Collection of Warren Evans 
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One of the most popular club members, Alan  has a large collection of 
personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II. Many of 
these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations turn up in 
print in the usual sources. 
 
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he 
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper 
scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much 
of his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of 

his images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for 
use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme as 
here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or type, on 
other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular airframe. 
 
Alan has kindly lent me one of his albums in order to scan the prints for 
use in these pages. This month we have Part 1 of a Walkaround of 
Mustang A68-110 (marked as A68-769). Part 2 will be in the next issue. 
 

Images from the Photo Collection of Alen Yee 

by Alan Yee 
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 Images from the Photographic Library of the 
Aviation Heritage Museum of W.A 

 The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of 
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently 
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, 
nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and 
computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and 
most haven't been published before. 
 
 In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A, 
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of 
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western 
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There 
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to 
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to 
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their 
source. 
 
 These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's 
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's 
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details 
are as below: 
 
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA 
Bull Creek Drive 
Bull Creek WA 6149 
Phone: (08)9311-4470 
Fax  : (08)9311-4455 
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au 
Website:www.raafa.org.au 
 
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library 
or myself. 

P019825 - Williamtown 15 Nov 1967. Lineup of 2 O.C.U Sabres and 
Mirages, with Mirages of 76 and 75 Sqns furthrr up, and 76 Sqn Sabres 
opposite them. 
P019826 - Williamtown 11 Sep 1966, Air Force Week display inside 
hangar. 76 Sqn Sabre A94-362 and 75 Sqn Mirage A3-21. 
P019834 - Williamtown June 1966. Lineup of 2 OCU Vampire Mk.35As 
(right) and Mirage IIIOs (left). 
P019835 - 2 OCU RAAF Williamtown c.1966. Headon view of Mirage 
IIIO A3-7. 

Caproni Ca309 Ghibli. This photo of 3 Sqn's hack is usually 
said to be taken in Sicily, circa Sept 1943. 

P019837 - Mirage IIIOs A3-16 and A3-41 of 76 Sqn flying over Nobby's 
Head Newcastle c.1966.  

P019836 - Williamtown c.1966. Mirage IIIO A3-9 of 75 Sqn being 
refuelled with Vampire T.35A A79-810 of 2 OCU behind. 
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P019838 - Mirage IIIOs A3-16 and A3-41 of 76 Sqn flying over RAAF 
Williamtown c.1966.  
P019839 - Williamtown c.1966. Mirage IIIOs A3-18 and A3-24 of 75 
Sqn at the hrad of a Sqn linup.  
P019840 - Mirage IIIO A3-29 of 75 Sqn flying above cloud c.1967.. 
P019841 - Mirage IIIO A3-29 of 75 Sqn flying off the NSW coast 
c.1967.  
P019842 - Williamtown 11 Sep 1966, Air Force Week display with 75 
Sqn Mirage A3-32 and weapons. 
P019843 - Mirage IIIO A3-36 of 75 Sqn flying above the suburbs of 
Newcastle c.1967.  
 

Editor's Notes -  Mick sent a disk of photos from the collection of 
Lyle Lambie who served at williamtown in the 1960s. They will be run 
over the next few issues on this page. 
 
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by 
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices 
etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify 
items required. (Steve) 
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RAAF Oddity #25 - CT4A A19-033 

by Steve Mackenzie.  
Photos courtesy John Hopton 

John Hopton has supplied some images of an unusually marked CT4A 
A19-033, which has the 'last two'.repested on the nose in an unusual 
style (White with red outlines). The CT4As usually just had the last two 
on the rear fuselage in Black. Otherwiae the airframe is in the standard 
Yellow/ Olive Drab scheme of the time, with 1 FTS (Point Cook) 
markings. 
 
John also thought that he had photos of another example of these 
markings and was kind enough to undertake a search for us. He 
located the photo below of A19-030 which is very similar in it's colours 
and markings, but differs slightly in that it does not have the Red 
outline to the 'last two', they being plain White. 
 
I also did a search through various sources and turned up just on more 
photo of this practice of repeating the 'last two' on the nose (in White 
only). Attached below is a RAAF photo of A19-056 which I located in 
the Wilson book which covered the CT4A (the others do not have 
these additional markings). These 'odd' airframes would make a 
different model, especially A19-033. 
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Previous Page – Three photos of A19-033, plus one of A19-
030  courtesy John Hopton 
 
Above – A19-056 with plain White number on the nose. Photo : 
RAAF Official. 
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RAAF Oddity #26 - CAC Wackett A3-154 

by Steve Mackenzie. Photo via Fred Harris 

 
 
CAC Wacketts had a variety of colour schemes during WWII. While 
we have covered the civil postwar airframes on several occasions, we 
have not carried much on the wartime schemes. One scheme that has 
never appeared in print before (as far as we know) is the above one of 
Foliage Green/ Earth brown upper and Sky Blue lower surfaces, which 
was not known previously to have existed. Fred Harris recognised it's 
rarity from some wartime film being shown in a AWM exhibition and  
used his camera to take a still image. 
 
While it is basically similar to the long known wartime scheme of FG/ 
EB over Yellow lower surfaces, this airframe differs in that the lower 
surfaces are Sky Blue. There are Yellow training bands around the 
fuselage and wings, serials are Black on the rear fuselage with the 'last 
two' being repeated on the nose in large Yellow numerals. Roundels 
are the wartime Dark Blue/ White style in six positions. Ignore the 
notation '1941' on the original film, this style of roundels was not used 
until late 1942. 
 
Thanks to Fred for aupplying the attached image. One day I hope to be 
able to cover the wartime Wackett schemes in more detail. (Steve) 

Image from the AWM Film as supplied by Fred. 
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Reviews 

Aussie Decals 
 
Scales: various - 1/72, 1/48 
 
Contents and Media: 1 printed decal sheet (Screen printed), an A5 
sized instruction booklet (4 pages) with full colour profiles of each 
aircraft, and decal instructions. 
 
Price: Various – between $13.50 - $18.50 AUD 
 
Review Type: First Look 
 
Advantages: After-market decals for some very much requested sub-
jects. 
 
Disadvantages: None known. 
 
Recommendation: Highly Recommended 
 
Damn Casey from Aussie Decals has released some new RAAFsheets 
for various subjects. While Damian has now been able to fit them into 
the production schedule for full scale production as Screen Printed de-
cals. 
 
de Havilland Vampire F.30 & FB.31 RAAF 
 
Catalogue Number and Details:  72055 (1/72th) De Havilland 
Vampire F.30 & FB.31 RAAF 
<BR>also available as 48055 (1/48)  
 
A sheet with four subjects from 21 and 25  
 
Sqns plus 2 OTU in the 2 most common scales. In addition to  
 
thee main sheet, there is a second which repeats the artwork  
 
in White to be used as an underlay in order to avoid any  
 
translucency problems if required. Enogh roundels, fin flashes  
 
etc are given to enable two models to be built. 
 
 
Short Sunderland III - RAAF WWII’ 
 
Catalogue Number and Details: 72046 (1/72) – Short Sunderland III - 
RAAF WWII  
 
A sheet with four subjects from 10, 461 and 40 Sqns RAAF in the most 
common scale. Note that this sheet is not yet available (it is awaiting a 
production spot with the screen printers) but should be within a couple 
of months. I am not sure at this stage whether they will be available 
eventually in 1/48th scale.  
 
As to availability - Novascale Decals (who are one of Aussie Decals 
resellers) have been selling them on Ebay (Ebay I.D 'melinda4844'). If 
they are out of stock, I suggest you contact Damian Casey of Aussie 
Decals and make enquiries as to sources: 
 
Damian Casey - aussiedecals@bigpond.com 
 
Website: http://www.aussiedecals.com.au/ 
 
Thanks to Damian Casey for the review samples.  
 
 

Review by Steve Mackenzie  
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Reviews 

Submarine Hunter  
 
By Zbigniew Patynowski (Author) & Mushroom Model Publications 
(Publisher) 
 
This is one of the larger A4 format books that Mushroom has done only 
a few of (another being the RAAF Mirage Magnum Opus by Darren 
Mottram & yje late Paul Mason) which gives a lot more space to cover 
it's subject than the smaller A5 format.  
 
<P align=justify>Subtitled 'Fairey Gannet ASW.1 in service with the 
Royal Australian Navy Fleet Air Arm' the book takes us through the 
intial training of aircrews in the UK, introduction of the Gannet to 
service in Australia, both from the deck of HMAS Melbourne and the 
shore base at Nowra, and it's subsequent service history. 
 
 
There are many personal stories contributed by personnel who had 
flown and serviced the Gannet in the RAN FAA. These help to fill out 
the extensive technical information and historical info on the Gannet's 
service which are contained in the book's 248 pages. 
 
The book is profusely illustrated by many photos and 24 colour profiles, 
plus tables etc. I highly recommend it as this volume more than 
adequately covers the subject and will be undobtedly not be surpassed 
in the future. 
 
This book is available direct from Mushroom Publications in  
the UK. 
 
Otherwise for IPMS (NSW) members, the book is available from Ley 
Reynolds (Platypus Publications) at club meetings. 
 
Mushroom Model Publications 
 
Website: www.mmpbooks.biz 
 
Many thanks to Ley Reynolds for the review copy 
 
 
Review by Steve Mackenzie  
 
 
 


